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When was the last time you updated your 
employee handbook? 

Many ministries are behind on updating their handbook…



TODAY’S GOALS

Today’s Topics
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Understand…
• Share best practice on updating your handbook

• Discuss key employment areas to review or create

• Provide guidance for returning to the office or considerations for 
remaining remote

• Give an overview of the online HR Support Center

• Share how you can stay up to date with legislative changes
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Handbook 
Considerations 
for 2021
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• Creates Awareness of behavioral and role expectations

• Drives accountability 

• Complies with notification requirements 

• Protects employers from liabilities

• Provides safety/comfort to employees

• Provides standardization of personnel and benefit policies

• Prevents misunderstandings, complaints, or job dissatisfaction

Why is an effective handbook important?
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Accommodation/Modified Duty

Alcohol/Drug/Tobacco

Attendance/Tardiness

At-Will Employment

Background Check

Bed Bug

Bereavement

Biometric Data Collection & 
Use

Blood-Borne Pathogens

Break/Scheduling/On-Call

Child Safety

Children in the Workplace

Conduct

Handbooks, policies and forms….oh my! 
• Confidentiality

• Conflict of Interest

• COVID

• Discipline/Corrective Action

• Discrimination/Harassment

• Dress & Grooming 

• Driving safely

• Equal Employment

• Employee Dating

• Employee Privacy

• Employment of Relatives

• Equipment & Phone Use

• Expense Reimbursement

• Family Medical Leave Act

• Gifts

• Grievance/Complaint

• Hiring

• Holiday

• Introductory/Probationary 
Employee

• Inspections & Searches

• Jury Duty

• Lactation Accommodations

• Moral

• Overtime

• Pay Periods

• Payroll Deductions

• Performance Review

• Property

• Rehire

• Sabbatical

• Safety/Workplace Injuries

• Federal or State Specific 
Leaves/Laws

• Sexual & other unlawful 
harassment

• Solicitation

• Student Privacy

• Technology

• Travel

• Tuition Reimbursement

• Voting

• Weapons/Violence

• Whistleblower

• Work from Home or 
Telecommuting

....And 

More



Anti-harassment and Discrimination

• Simple statements about equal 
employment opportunities to all 
qualified individuals is generally 
not sufficient.

Leave policies

• Policies that specifically address 
job protected leaves are usually 
needed in addition to employer 
provided leave/benefits.
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Where to Start

Mission and Values

• A general code of conduct and/or a 
morality code to accompany 
mission statements and values 
provide additional employer 
protection while also setting 
expectations on culture and 
behavioral norms.

Pandemic Health & Safety

• Fast paced requirements and 
recommendations are continuing 
to change regularly and can 
necessitate new or a need to 
revise current policies quickly.
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Anti-harassment and Discrimination 

Simple statements about equal employment opportunities to all qualified individuals is 
generally not sufficient

• “The Ministry provides equal employment opportunities to all qualified individuals without regard to race, color, 
gender, age, pregnancy, disability,  …et. All”

Robust policies are recommended

• Defines prohibited conduct and provides examples and definitions

• “Sexual harassment is a form of sex discrimination…..” 
• Outlines the process for someone who believes they are the target to report a concern.

• “Any person who believes that they have been the target of harassment or discrimination is encouraged…”
• Describes the process an employer will follow if notified of a complaint of harassment or discrimination.

• “In the event the employer receives a complaint of harassment or discrimination, it will ….”
• Outlines retaliation protections and expectations.

• “Any form of retaliation…is strictly prohibited…”
• Just stating retaliation is not tolerated is not enough

• Watch out for adverse/disparate impact in policies and practices (especially hiring)
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Leave

Having a general PTO policy is not generally sufficient.  

Policies that specifically address job protected leaves are usually needed in addition to other 
employer provided leave programs.  Leave policies should include components that address:

• Eligibility

• “Family Medical Leave (FMLA)/Emergency family and medical leave is available to employees who work…”
• Compensation

• “The first 10 days (two weeks) of leave are unpaid, but ….”
• Reason for Leave

• “Leave under this policy is limited to..” 
• Examples of types of leave policies include but are not limited to: Family Medical Leave, Maternity/Paternity, 

Sabbatical, Personal, COVID-related, Bereavement, Domestic Abuse/Sex Assault or Crime Victim, Jury or Court 
Attendance 
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Mission and Values

Often can start with mission and values of the organization.

Usually expands to a general conduct policy or code of ethics

Sets general expectations on culture, behavioral norms and how 
employees should act

Could consider including a morality code/ministry moral standards policy
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Numerous new policies or revised policies have resulted/could result from the pandemic:

• COVID Response

• FFCRA – FMLA Child Leave

• FFCRA – Emergency Sick Leave

• COVID Travel Policies

• Work From Home

• Face Coverings Requirements

• State specific COVID Leave policies

• Emergency Closures

• Children in the Workplace

• Furloughs & Call Backs, Layoffs

• Health Screenings

Pandemic Health & Safety



• Physical Location of Staff Can Trigger Need for:
• New Policies
• Practices
• Benefits
• Tax Implications

• Hybrid Models/Rotations in the Office
• Norms/rules
• Building a Common Culture/Team/Relationships

• Reasonable Accommodations
• WAH, Desk Location, PPE

• Vaccination 
• Mandate or Encouragement
• Vaccination Records
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Returning or Remote Staff Considerations
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Best Practice - Dos

Update it Regularly

• Develop a schedule and a responsible party to initiate a review 

• Review at least once a year OR immediately if warranted:

• Laws/regulations change

• Impactful current event

• New organization situation

• Benefit change

• New policy or change to a policy

• Determine how you will be alerted or keep up with law or regulation changes

• Include employee/leader feedback

• Ensure its reviewed by an HR professional or attorney
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Best Practice - Dos

Communicate & Train

• Readily accessible

• Train new hires timely

• Communicate just in time changes

• Conduct an annual refresher 

• Ensure leadership knows policies and their role expectations

• Provide training especially on critical policies

• Make sure you comply with state requirements on:

• Curriculum 

• Frequency & length

• Qualified trainers

• Keep documentation of training attendance and acknowledgement of policies



• Make it a contract

• Include policies that don’t apply
• Create policies that are unnecessarily long/difficult to understand 

• Try to cover every employment scenario

• Infringe on NLRA protections

• Neglect to get updated consent and acknowledgement forms 

• Use another employer’s handbook
• Neglect to update it regularly for federal, state and local municipal law changes
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Best Practice – Don’ts
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HR Services 
Overview



Information and resources, including:

• Overview video 

• Demo video

• Flyer

• Enrollment form 

• HR Fitness Quiz
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ConcordiaPlans.org/HR

HR Services Webpage

https://www.concordiaplans.org/our-solutions/human-resources-services
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The HR Support Center-Mineral



Unlimited phone support from 
certified HR advisors

Online access to comprehensive HR 
tools, information and resources
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The HR Support Center Provides:
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HR Support Center - Homepage



Employee handbook builder Templates for job descriptions, 
policies and forms
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The HR Support Center Provides:



Timely email alerts, legal updates 
and monthly HR newsletter
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The HR Support Center Provides:



HR Advisor-Monthly best tips, trends 
and HR practices 
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HRSC Subscriber Communications
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Key Take-Aways

Regular review of employee handbooks is crucial 

Policies must be accurate and applicable 

CPS is here to assist and we have resources to help
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Questions?
MinistrySolutions@Concordiaplans.org

ConcordiaPlans.org/HR

https://www.concordiaplans.org/our-solutions/human-resources-services
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